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Founded on a passion for artistry and exceptional quality, we’ve been handcrafting 
beautiful kitchens since 1986. Each Mereway Kitchen is created in the UK using traditional 
materials and methods, and we are confident that you’ll be truly inspired by our attention 
to detail. Be enchanted by our kitchens that embodies British quality craftsmanship at its 

very best and discover the Mereway difference.
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When we first built our home, it was initially important that we created an open plan kitchen with a dining 
area to adhere to the accessibility and the natural flow of an open plan. We planned to use our kitchen as an 
entertaining space as this is a big part of our lifestyle, so the kitchen/dining area was the perfect solution for 
creating this hybrid space to balance our day to day, with our time socialising.

At the beginning of our new kitchen renovation journey, we were very open to options of which kitchen 
supplier to use. After visiting our kitchen designers’ showroom and their Q-Line recommendation, we were 
certain a Mereway kitchen had to be the choice for us. We wanted a contemporary kitchen, this is the stylish 
and simplistic theme we had gained from our inspiration and adored the ultimate handleless look. A decision 
was made pretty quickly after discussing this style with the designer, it was a no-brainer! We immediately fell 
in love with Q-Line’s ceramic texture and the unique feel this offered. The look and feel of the whole kitchen 
was selling itself to us and in fact, nothing else would compare at this point so we knew we were making the 
right decision.

Sarah & Daniel
New owners of a beautiful Q-Line Kitchen
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We are the type of people that have a large amount of kitchen bowls, glasses etc. So copious amounts of storage 
were very important to us and this was clear from our initial brief. The adapted storage features allowed us to 
live our daily lives with ease and we haven’t had to go searching in the back of the cupboards since.

As Daniel is a wheelchair user, we wanted to make the kitchen adaptable and accessible to cater for both of us 
when it was time to prep meals. We are absolutely loving our kitchen and are so happy with the decision we 
made – we honestly wouldn’t change a thing. It’s just perfect and we always get a WOW when our friends and 
family come round.

Choices: 
Door Design: Q-Line.  Door Colours: Pietra Ceramica.

“It’s just perfect 
and we always get 
a WOW when our 
friends and family 
come round.“
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Shaker Gainsborough
Cashmere & Midnight Green

Opening up the downstairs creates a dynamic and expansive area to cater for more adaptive living. This 
unconventional kitchen breaks out across what was separate rooms, catering more creatively for the 
homeowners. The large open space boot room creates a warm welcome and break from the kitchen space, 
keeping muddy boots at bay. Tailored for the pet owner, the integrated pet unit fits seamlessly within this room. 
The kitchen itself embraces a true working space, with a step-in corner larder unit storing lots of goods, open 

shelving for ease of access, all beautifully finished in Cashmere and Midnight Green for a touch of heritage.

Shaker Gainsborough  |  Cashmere & Midnight Green 98



Shaker Gainsborough  |  Cashmere & Midnight Green1 0 1 1



Gainsborough
Chalk White & Anthracite Grey

Shaker Gainsborough  |  Cashmere & Midnight Green 1 31 2



Shaker Bridgwater
Dusk Blue

Painted in a luxuriously royal Dusk Blue, this fresh woodgrain Bridgwater project is the perfect entertaining 
and living space. Endless storage solutions hidden behind the doors keep the clean and traditional 
aesthetic, whilst contrasting whites on the walls and worktops allow the blue to hold its own in a cool and 
calming environment. Taking this kitchen to the next level is the fully bespoke media wall to complete this 

design in lavish fashion.

Shaker Bridgwater  |  Dusk Blue 1 51 4



Shaker Bridgwater  |  Dusk Blue1 6 1 7



Shaker Bridgwater  |  Dusk Blue1 8 1 9



Handleless Shaker Ely & Q-Line
Meadow Green & Pietra Ceramic

Ripping up the rule book and blending a handleless, super-contemporary kitchen with a skinny shaker door 
pushes the boundaries of design, in all the right ways. The overall appearance follows a very Scandinavian 
industrial blend that displays the forward-thinking design in the best means possible, that works wonderfully 

with a textured finish as a statement against a muted green hue.

Shaker Ely & Q-Line  |  Meadow Green & Pietra Ceramic 2 12 0



Shaker Ely & Q-Line  |  Meadow Green & Pietra Ceramic 2 32 2



Handleless Slab
White Gloss

A coastal creation perfect for those summer evenings and sunset views. The reflective and illuminate White 
Gloss on this sleek handleless kitchen creates a spectacular look, basking in endless natural light glowing 
throughout the room. The large seafront windows provide an atmospheric view out from the dining area of 

this kitchen and encapsulates what seaside living is all about.

Handleless Slab  |  White Gloss 2 52 4



Handleless Slab  |  White Gloss 2 72 6



Shaker Lincoln  |  Indigo Blue & White2 8 2 9



Shaker Charnwood
Light Grey

Traditional farmhouses represent the beauty of practical kitchen design, utilising unique features. This 
wonderful shaker kitchen in a painted Light Grey spins a traditional design into something with a modern 

influence. The Aga cooker and marble splashback complete this look and add depth to the design.

Shaker Charnwood  |  Light Grey 3 13 0



Shaker Charnwood  |  Light Grey3 2 3 3



Home Office  |   Marmo Blanco & Springfield Light Oak

Home Office
Marmo Blanco & Springfield Light Oak

The flexibility of cabinets allows this feature ‘pocket door’ system to sit outside the kitchen. Supporting the 
increase in home working, the clever system not only provides contemporary styling but a practical working 

space. Everything can be concealed behind the door to minimise interruption to open plan living.

3 53 4



Home Office  |   Marmo Blanco & Springfield Light Oak3 6 3 7



Handleless Slab
Charcoal Slate & Light Grey Gloss

Not very often you get the chance to sit in your kitchen with the idyllic view over the London docklands, 
nonetheless this kitchen certainly embraces this lifestyle. The open plan living of this extravagant apartment 
kitchen embraces the beauty of city living, styled in an enchanting Charcoal Slate for a very fitting industrial 
theme. The detailed textured doors complement the monochrome colour palette, whilst optimising storage 

in the most subtle of ways to keep an unbroken look across the handleless design.

Handleless Slab  |  Charcoal Slate & Light Grey Gloss3 8 3 9



Handleless Slab  |  Charcoal Slate & Light Grey Gloss 4 14 0



Handleless Slab  |  Charcoal Slate & Light Grey Gloss4 2 4 3



Shaker Charnwood
Cashmere & Diamond Grey

A kitchen full of detail and charisma at every touchpoint. The contemporary smooth painted shaker door in 
the understated colours of Cashmere and Diamond Grey creates a wonderful styled kitchen. Bringing natural 
materials from the brick walls and wooden drawer boxes, integrating them with modern touches such as a 

boiling tap and wine cooler within the feature island, welcomes the best of both worlds. 

Shaker Charnwood  |  Cashmere & Diamond Grey 4 54 4



Shaker Charnwood  |  Cashmere & Diamond Grey 4 74 6



Shaker Cambridge  |  Denim Blue & Indigo Blue4 8 4 9



Handleless Slab
Textured Anthracite & Textured Blanco

This luxurious pool house kitchen uses both natural and electric lighting for a well-balanced yet atmospheric 
look. Stone surfaces & textured doors, creates a gentle level of layering for additional contrast & interest.

Handleless Slab  |  Textured Anthracite & Textured Blanco 5 15 0



NEW CGI

Handleless Slab  |  Textured Anthracite & Textured Blanco5 2 5 3



Q-Line Media
Rustico Ceramica

NEW CGI
Media

Media  |  Textured Anthracite 5 55 4



Q-Line
Diamante Ceramica & Tempesta Ceramica

This statement kitchen allows for the ceramic doors to shine in a contemporary setting. There is a seamless 
transition from indoors to outdoors by extending the kitchen outside. A monolithic island fills the huge space 

with a statement back run, grounding the design.

Q-Line  |  Diamante Ceramica & Tempesta Ceramica 5 75 6



NEW CGI

Q-Line  |  Diamante Ceramica & Tempesta Ceramica5 8 5 9



Slab
Teal Mist

Teal Mist is the collaboration between ourselves and Ideal Home magazine, bringing a sense of calm to your 
kitchen space, with the softer, gentle tones of blue and green creating a timeless shade. The versatility of this 
colour provides an ‘of-the-moment’ finish, but something very easy to live with, bringing the warmth in winter 

and freshness in summer, keeping your kitchen space energised all year round.

Slab  |  Teal Mist6 0 6 1



Slab  |  Teal Mist 6 36 2



Shaker Ely
Warm Black

Break the kitchen mould with a seductive Warm Black. Create a chic allure that oozes sleek aesthetics and 
dramatic details, adding a touch of colour with plants and handles to break up the design in dedicated areas. 
Divulging your kitchen into a black theme adds an elegant charisma surrounding attractive interior design, 

suiting a modern skinny shaker door for a youthful look that is sure to catch attention. 

Shaker Ely  |  Warm Black 6 56 4



Handleless Shaker Cambridge & Handleless Slab
Charcoal Slate & Light Grey

Ignore boundaries and embellish your creativity by blending two styles once considered opposite ends of 
kitchen design. This exciting and exploratory journey in combining a true handleless design with a traditional 
shaker door has created a kitchen that takes one step deeper into contemporary interior design. Recognising 
a kitchen for a client that didn’t want to have to choose between one route or another, blending a neutral 
colour palette towards the shaker doors, then embarking upon an industrial door for a feature island in this 

faultless kitchen conception.

Handleless Shaker Cambridge & Handleless Slab  |  Charcoal Slate & Light Grey 6 76 6



Mark Harrison 
Photography 

Mereway 
Kitchens Lilley

Handleless Shaker Cambridge & Handleless Slab  |  Charcoal Slate & Light Grey6 8 6 9



Handleless Shaker Cambridge & Handleless Slab  |  Charcoal Slate & Light Grey 7 17 0



Handleless Shaker Charnwood
Indigo Blue & White

Driven by artistry and expressive colour, this kitchen represents contemporary interior design at its finest. 
The superiority of the blues bouncing against the radiant whites enhances the colour palette diversity and 
combinations achievable. The expressive combination of a shaker door onto a handleless design highlights 
the innovative nature of what can be achieved with a Mereway kitchen. Charmingly accented throughout with 

brass features adds a luxury touch to bring this enchanting kitchen to life. 

Handleless Shaker Charnwood  |  Indigo Blue & White 7 37 2



Ely & Q-Line
Gunmetal Grey & Pietra Ceramica

Handleless Shaker Charnwood  |  Indigo Blue & White7 4 7 5



Handleless Slab
Diamond Grey

Embracing the European look creates a super contemporary and exclusively stylish project, in this case, in a 
beautiful Diamond Grey contrasted with a light Silestone Quartz worktop. Seamless integration of two sets of 
pocket doors keeps everything hidden away when not in use, but fully decorative and aesthetic when open. 
One serves as a sophisticated drinks area, whilst the other a larder cupboard for food storage. The kitchen 

island has a sleek induction hob which is easy to clean and provides lots of space for food prep. 

Handleless Slab  |  Diamond Grey 7 77 6



Shaker Charnwood
Cashmere & Denim Blue

Keeping focus on clean design and a simplistic approach to a shaker kitchen was key for achieving the space 
the clients aspired to. A subtle two-tone, modern colour scheme comprising of Cashmere and Denim Blue, 

delivered a light, spacious and appealing contemporary feel that allows for a large island with seating.

Shaker Charnwood  |  Cashmere & Denim Blue 7 97 8



Completed 
project

Shaker Charnwood  |  Cashmere & Denim Blue 8 18 0



Q-Line
Bianca Satin Face & Grafite Polished Face 

Admiring the award-winning innovation of a Q-Line kitchen in glass is best done with a minimalist theme, 
embracing a stylish colour contrast. These glass doors offer a unique texture and enchanting presence that 
makes this kitchen stand out amongst the rest. Utilising touch to open doors for an uninterrupted stylish 

aesthetic, keeps the design continuous throughout, with a lower plinth for an authentic European look.  

Q-Line  |  Bianca Satin Face & Grafite Polished Face 8 38 2



Q-Line  |  Bianca Satin Face & Grafite Polished Face 8 4 8 5



Handleless Slab
Bleached Walnut & Oxidised Amber

Uniting popular Scandinavian inspiration with practicality of industrial influence creates this attractive 
kitchen. The light woodgrain finish blends the view from the large windows into the kitchen space, contrasted 
with an island that expands this design into a different interior realm. An ever-practical space, with an island 

built for functionality, alongside a built-in bar behind pocket doors forms an inspirational drinks station.

Handleless Slab  |  Bleached Walnut & Oxidised Amber 8 78 6



Handleless Slab & Slab
Dust Grey, Graphite Grey & Oxidised Emerald

Achieving an aspiring modern design is successfully executed through colour selection and accessory 
choice. Keeping it streamlined, yet styled elusively, elevates the overall kitchen design especially with a true 
handleless style. Feature pendant lights above the island in this kitchen brings out the deep grainy texture of  
the island, whilst the innovative pocket doors keep hidden the luxury drinks station behind them. Each area 

of this kitchen is thought out, aligning design with functionality. 

Handleless Slab & Slab  |  Dust Grey, Graphite Grey & Oxidised Emerald 8 98 8



Modern Slab
Graphite Grey, Dust Grey Soft Matt & Texstone Grigio

CGI
Rework

Handleless Slab & Slab  |  Dust Grey, Graphite Grey & Oxidised Emerald 9 19 0



Shaker Bridgwater
Supplied as ‘Ready-to-Paint’ in Gun Metal Grey & Prosecco

The inspiring grains through the light and dark contrasting worktops setting apart the classic shaker look of 
this kitchen space. To further increase the cool lighting in the space, a bespoke blue LED light highlights the 

stunning kitchen island for when the natural light begins to dim.

Shaker Bridgwater  |  Supplied as ‘Ready-to-Paint’ in Gun Metal Grey & Prosecco 9 39 2



Shaker Bridgwater  |  Supplied as ‘Ready-to-Paint’ in Gun Metal Grey & Prosecco 9 59 4



Shaker Gainsborough
Diamond Grey & White

The elegantly raised and fielded shaker doors in Gainsborough embraces the craftsmanship of a traditional 
shaker kitchen, featuring ornate detailing in a classic style. The contrasting colour palette adds versatility to 

the range, without being held back.

Shaker Gainsborough  |  Diamond Grey & White 9 79 6



Gainsborough
Chalk White & Anthracite Grey

Shaker Gainsborough  |  Diamond Grey & White 9 99 8



Handleless Slab
Indigo Blue

A sophisticated kitchen designed with hosting in mind. The central kitchen island creates the ideal space 
for more intimate drinks, breakfast, and dinners, covered in a lavish white quartz worktop matching the 
feature splashback. Having the freedom with creativity in this large room and vaulted ceilings allowed for a 

refreshingly cool Indigo Blue to be used for a pleasingly symmetrical kitchen, with modern styling.

Handeless Slab  |  Indigo Blue 1 0 11 0 0



Handeless Slab  |  Indigo Blue1 0 2 1 0 3



Shaker Bridgwater
Lavender & White

Harness the beauty of femininity by adding a subtle hint of Lavender across your kitchen space. Bringing 
together a statement kitchen island in this blush Lavender tone, alongside painted walls with matching 
furniture adds enough of this charming colour for a calming design. Complementing the remaining kitchen 

in a neutral colour scheme finalises a natural styling for a relaxed family kitchen atmosphere.

Shaker Bridgwater  |  Lavender & White1 0 4 1 0 5



Shaker Bridgwater  |  Lavender & White1 0 6 1 0 7



Media  |  Graphite Grey1 0 8 1 0 9



Great British Craftsmanship 

We pride ourselves on being able to achieve excellence, by making sure we source the finest materials and 
using the traditional, tried and tested processes. Doors and cabinets are handmade and sanded numerous 
times to ensure the perfect finish. Every single piece of your kitchen is given the same, detailed attention it 

deserves and embodies the quality British craftsmanship at its very best.

1 1 11 1 0



Quality inside & out

All our kitchens are made to fulfil your individual order and are manufactured to the very highest of standards. 
Our quality drawer boxes are fully extendable allowing unrestricted access to the contents, storage solutions 
that make the best out of storage space that sometimes goes unused., and our ‘soft close’ system cushions 
both doors and drawers protecting fingers, cabinets and contents. We also have a great selection of handles, 

handleless grip profiles and worktops to complete the look.

1 1 2 1 1 3



Guaranteed quality

Environment

25 YEAR GUARANTEE

All our kitchens are made to fulfil your individual preference, and are manufactured to the 
very highest of standards. Our quality drawer boxes are fully extendable allowing unrestricted 
access to the contents, and our ‘soft close’ system cushions both doors and drawers protecting 
fingers, cabinets and contents. We’re so confident of the quality of what we produce, we give a 

huge 25 year guarantee on all our cabinets and drawer boxes.

As our commitment to giving back to our planet, we actively support Trees for Life and continually 
offset by planting trees to support the environment. Trees For Life are a charity that plant trees 
in the Scottish Highlands supporting wildlife and removing CO2 from the atmosphere to help 

combat climate change.

We recognise that we have a vital role in helping to protect the local and global environment 
and are proud to use a wide range of sustainable products throughout the production process. 
These include timbers that have been FSC certified, Pan European approved, or have originated 

from managed forests.

1 1 4 1 1 5



Now you’re 
inspired…

Buying a new kitchen is a significant investment and choosing the right one for you is a big 

decision, but at Mereway we’re here to help. Our carefully curated independent retailers 

are on hand to guide you every step of the way. They will guide your kitchen project for you 

and ensure all your needs, storage solutions and style preferences are catered for, creating a 

truly bespoke solution; including cabinets, doors, lighting, worksurfaces, flooring, appliances, 

handles and of course the kitchen sink! 

Find your nearest showroom on our website and book a visit to experience the beauty of a 

Mereway kitchen first hand. Feel the quality of our craftsmanship, fall in love with our colour 

palette and speak to expert designers. 

To arrange an appointment, please visit WWW.MEREWAY.CO.UK or call 0800 028 4466. 

Welcome to the Mereway family, where you will enjoy your new kitchen for many years to come.

1 1 6 1 1 7
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Please note: Due to photographic & printing processes some colours may not be a true representation of the product. Please see sample for actual colour. 

We reserve the right to make changes to design and specifications without prior notice. The images may show optional accessories which do not form part of the standard specification. 
Colour reproduction: We take great care in the photography of products illustrated, however due to variables in the photographic and printing processes, colours may vary from actual product. 

All copyright is reserved. Any person or company reproducing the same in part or whole, without permission will be liable to prosecution.

B E A U T I F U L L Y  C R A F T E D  E L E G A N C E
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1 1 8 1 1 9



1 2 0


